FROM DISTILLATE TO BARREL
Whiskey making is a journey.
The most popular guest experience at The Bardstown Bourbon Company is our premier tour, From Distillate to Barrel, the
best one hour you’ll spend on the Kentucky Bourbon Trail (at least we think so). It’s here where you examine and evaluate
how our products are created then age, develop, and finish in the most technically advanced distillery in the country.
Starting with the clear distillate, pulled straight from our stills before ever touching a barrel, and moving up in maturation,
each tasting reveals how charred white oak barrels, exposed to the elements in our rickhouses, begin to impart the
characteristics on the nose, palate, and finish that make America’s native spirit so distinct. The journey finishes with our
two flagship products - Fusion, the celebration of blending newer bourbon with older expressions to create something
unique, and Discovery, the art of blending hand-selected, supremely aged bourbon. This box is our masterclass on the
whiskey making process through time, ready to take home and enjoy!

COMBINING DISTILLING, BEVERAGE,
& CULINARY
Collaboration is at the heart of what we do at the Bardstown Bourbon Company, where three distinct crafts meet.
On the distilling side, we operate one of the most sophisticated facilities in the country, with a focus on transparency — all
open spaces and clear glass — putting the science and art of whiskey-making front and center. Beyond our own awardwinning product line of blended bourbon and collaborative releases with partners such as The Prisoner Wine Co., Chateau
de Laubade, Maison Ferrand, Copper & Kings, and many others, we produce over 40 unique mash bills for some of the finest
whiskey and bourbon brands, including Jefferson’s, High West, Belle Meade, Calumet, and more!
If the distillery is our heart, Bardstown Bourbon Company Kitchen & Bar is our soul. The Kitchen & Bar is a modern, full-service
restaurant where guests can dine with a view of the working distillery through a floor-to-ceiling glass wall. A scratch kitchen
with both southern and international flair, the Kitchen & Bar features thoughtfully executed, approachable cuisine informed
by both Kentucky classics and the world’s finest flavors. We source locally, calling out the farms right on the menu, and make
everything in house. All this comes paired with specialty cocktails, such as our barrel-aged Old Fashioneds and Manhattans,
hand-selected wines, and even a vintage whiskey library of over 400+ expressions dating back to 19th century. We call this the
modern Kentucky experience.

IN THE BOTTLES
No myths, no fabricated tales, no secrets. Our mashbills, or recipes, are available on every product we make. Our dedication
to transparency isn’t just part of our identity — it’s also a key part of bourbon education, from exploring how the grains
produce certain flavors, to discovering what kind of mashbill and aging speaks most to your palate. Sip and savor the
journey from distillate to barrel!
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